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Then we address the issue of gas. Now we
have 185 TCF and we continue to explore in
its search. Before, nobody cared about the
gas.

None of these nations will participate in
these projects if they perceive that they have
no economic viability, which for us is a great
sign. All this shows that we are going in the
right direction.
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Alfredo Carquez

Developing a sovereign legal framework
then we can carry out our strategies. The
first was to determine our resource base. We
said at the time; the Orinoco Oil Belt is not a
reservation of bitumen but of oil, and we are
ready to certify 316 billion barrels of oil of
which we are already in 155 billion.

The financial viability of these projects is
guaranteed, so we are attracting major
international companies and developing
these important mechanisms. For example,
the China strategy translates into 20 billion
dollars entering the country; in addition to
various bi-national funds have been made, all
is done entirely within the framework of our
legislation.
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That is, we have all the new businesses
that have been achieved within the oil
industry, and they are built to respect our
legal framework, which is an undeniable
merit of President Hugo Chavez, who has
been at the forefront of this process.

PEOPLE´S MINISTER FOR ENERGY AND PETROLEUM
AND PRESIDENT OF PDVSA
Rafael Ramírez

After the defeat of the oil sabotage, it
begins a long process that began with the
extinction of the most emblematic figures of
the “Oil Opening”: operating agreements,
partnership agreements of the Orinoco Oil
Belt and exploration agreements for risk and
profits shared.

We have an oil income that tends to
stabilize, but it is still marked by the world
financial market situation, the devaluation of
the dollar, speculation, recovery of the U.S.
economy and the euro area. However, the
balance could be summarized in the scope of a stabilization of our economic policy
framework. We are moving; we managed
to reach agreements in Carabobo and Junín
blocks of the FPO. We have constituted
joint ventures with China, Russia, Spain, Italy,
Malaysia, Japan, India, and United States.
Contracts are for 30, 35 to 40 years.
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Paradoxically, this event allowed our people
to take control of the oil industry and the
state then became indispensable tool for the
development of policies, aimed at the oil
sector.

Today we have an oil policy that maximizes the effectiveness of tax collection for the
Venezuelan people, and its government and
industrial development that entails, to bring
our production to almost twice what we have
now, which means work, economic stability,
and projection of the country.
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strengthen our industry

To assess 2010 we must first go back to 2002
when we defeated the oil sabotage, which
caused us to lose 17 billion dollars, and put
at risk the national economy.
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OIL WORKERS

2010
year of economic stabilization
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The head of the Venezuelan delegation to
OPEC, People’s Ministry for Energy and
Petroleum Rafael Ramírez, feels that
representing a founding country of the
organization is “both a great pride and a lots
of commitment.”

capitalism, OPEC has gained much prestige,
as it has been able to handle a situation that
did not depend on intrinsic factors. Today we
have a price floor of 70 US dollars per barrel
of oil. Yet we believe that the price should be
increased to 100 US dollars.

In fact, the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries is one of the most
successful institutions established by
developing nations. For 50 years, it has
been committed to the hard and important
activity of defending oil -our major natural
resource- and its fair value.

Regarding the strengthening of OPEC,
it should be noted that some new
countries have joined the organization, such
as Angola, which now produces more than
1.5 million barrels a day. Ecuador, whose
current production is approximately 524
thousand barrels a day, has also joined
the Organization. OPEC has taken its role,
and I believe that OPEC is an organization
that protects the interests of oil producing
countries that manage their resources in a
sovereign manner.

“We are convinced that we have to
ensure respect for the principles that gave
rise to this extraordinary leader’s dream of
oil producing countries and convey to the
world the message that OPEC counts on
Venezuela, under the leadership of
Commander Hugo Chávez, with a solid,
established oil policy,” said the minister.
He also added that the principles that gave
rise to OPEC are now more valid than ever.
- How would you describe the role that
OPEC has played in the international arena
over the past 50 years?
- OPEC has become an efficient mechanism
through which oil producing and exporting
countries have advocated our collective
interests, our principles, the same principles that led the foundation of OPEC. We
can say that we are an organization that
vindicates the sovereign right of the producing
countries to manage exploitation of their
natural resources.
We have maintained a well-balanced
position in the world, convinced that we
must find a balance between the interests
of producing countries and the interests of
consuming countries, especially because
of the extraordinary role that oil plays in
global economy. Amid the global crisis of

- What pressures is facing OPEC at the present time?
- Direct political pressures and military
pressures such as the case of the coup in
Venezuela, the invasion of Iraq that has
claimed thousands of lives and threats to
Iran. There are also more subtle yet steady
pressures, which are intended to install the
non-proprietary doctrine in relation to oil.
This doctrine corresponds to the relationship between consumers and energy and
unfortunately, it was adopted in Venezuela in the 1990s, during the “oil opening.”
OPEC has to protect its principles from being
distorted, so that no “opening” succeeds in our
countries, as it can undermine the unity of
the organization.
However, the greatest threat facing our
institution comes from the major consumer
countries and organizations such as the
European Union, the United States, and the
World Trade Organization (WTO), among
others. All of them view oil as a commodity that must be regulated and subjected to
treaties that transcend the sovereignty of

OPEC in the beginning
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Place and date of birth:
Baghdad (Iraq) September 14,
1960
Current headquarters:
Vienna, Austria
Official language:
English
Member Countries
Founding members:
Saudi Arabia
Iraq
Iran
Kuwait
Venezuela
Algeria (1969)
Angola (2007)
Ecuador (1973 - 1992 / 2007)
United Arab Emirates (1967)
Libya (1962)
Nigeria (1971)
Qatar (1961)
Other countries that were also
members:
Indonesia (1962 - 2009)
Gabon (1975 - 1995)

countries. In other words, they think that oil
production and trading should be subject to
supranational regulations. That would leave
member countries without the ability to
manage exploitation of their resources and
establish production quotas in a sovereign
manner, which is the only way to preserve
natural resources and which allows us to
plan adequate supply to meet demand in the
oil market.
- The Organization is the target of constant
media attacks, and it is even described as a
cartel. Is this the cost for managing the oil
policy in an independent manner?
- We are not a group of companies
manipulating the oil market for a profit.
We are a group of countries that have a big
responsibility to reach agreements in order
to manage our resources. Should OPEC have
left resource exploitation at the discretion of
the commercial interests of companies and
major consuming countries, oil would be
over in many of our countries, as is the case
of Indonesia.
Hydrocarbons are non-renewable resources, and our organization has to establish
a production quota system. Should we fail
to implement this system, this system would
be imposed on us by consumer countries, as
happened in the past. A fluctuating oil market
is not convenient for us either, as oil prices
may climb significantly, but they could also
fall sharply. We would rather plan revenues
to continue to face the huge investments
required to shore up production capacity.
When the global crisis is over, oil
shortage will become apparent. Unlike the
1980s and 1990s, there are not new oil
regions. We have resources for the next 200
years. As good managers, we do not act by
pressure, and we believe that the quota
system is the only thing that will
protect our natural resources. Just look at

the problems facing Mexico, Norway,
Indonesia, and all regions that have been
subject to a volume policy. In contrast, the
countries that keep their production are
those that have regulated and managed
resources based on price and fair value.
However, this is not only about oil prices.
If the oil price is US$ 140 per barrel, but
royalties are 1%, I am working for multinationals. Then, the issue is maximizing fiscal
revenue. During the so-called oil opening
in Venezuela, only 45% of gross income
from each barrel ended in state hands (1%
royalty, non-oil tax of 34%). Today, gross
revenue from each barrel is 96%, either
from taxes or by way of PDVSA’s stake
in different projects (60% stake in joint
ventures and 100% stake in own projects).
We cannot be measure like multinationals.
PDVSA should be assessed taking into
account the economic balance (in surplus),
but also the ability to bring oil revenues to
state hands, which is PDVSA´s reason to be.
- How would you describe the role of OPEC
in the future?
- OPEC must be maintained and strengthened, for the oil market may be seriously
threatened in the future. The oil issue is a
source of international conflict and the
major consumer country has institutions,
such as the International Energy Agency,
that are intended to undermine both the role
of the organization worldwide and in many
cases our legitimate interests.
OPEC has to be faithful to its principles,
preserve, and strengthen such principles,
as they are now more valid than ever.
There is much debate worldwide on the
issue of the consumption model. In
various meetings, we have said that the
major industrialized economies should
move towards rationalization of energy
consumption, while developing countries
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Great achievements with profound and long-term impact

Venezuela strengthens relations
have every right to use diverse energy sources,
whether nuclear, oil, and renewable energy
sources, to achieve development of their
peoples. Major consuming countries, where
the level of waste of oil is significant, have to
change their model considerably, especially
the US economy, which continues to have the
highest per capita energy consumption rate.
We are faced with several risks in the
future, particularly the destruction of OPEC
principles, as there are efforts to turn oil
into a commodity or to subject both OPEC
and its production quotas to international
regulations or agreements.
In that regard, Venezuela is on the alert to
prevent our organization from becoming
mired in the mechanisms by which the
major consumer countries and economies
intend to take away our sovereign right to
regulate and manage our production rates.
Production rates are a matter of sovereignty of each country, and we have gathered
at OPEC in order to coordinate policies to
enforce such right, not for the benefit of a
single country, but for the benefit of all.
The ideological recipes of consuming
countries and their think tanks were
tested through the “oil opening” in Venezuela
during the 90´s. They tried to take away the
right to manage our rate of exploitation in
a sovereign manner. Efforts were made to
repeal national legislation and impose
foreign conditions to manage our resources.
Efforts were made to nullify the oil taxation

regime, and investors’ interests prevailed
over the interests of the oil owner.

with european, asian and middle eastern nations
by Delia Arias

Under the government of President Chávez,
we came out of trap into which our
country had fallen. Today, we can speak
accurately) about the mechanisms by
which consuming countries seek to turn our
sovereign right over oil into a part of any
commodity agreement or treaty.
- What are the benefits from being a member of OPEC?
- Being there and sharing best practices
and best proposals of legislation in each
country, according to their different levels of
development and political realities, it
has been a collective benefit. OPEC is a
melting pot of the best practices on issues
of taxation, royalties, and production
control.
The organization’s history is full of brave
actions taken by our Heads of State, as well
as far-reaching agreements to defend our
sovereign rights. Therefore, we have
achieved our goals collectively, rather than
individually.
Within OPEC, we have made progress as
an organization of friendly countries with a
remarkable history of respecting and
safeguarding the interests of our peoples.
For producing countries, being an OPEC
member has been advantageous, because our stance has paved the way for
streamlining production and consumption.

Justice and complementarity mark the new multipolar
map that transforms the new world politics. In this
framework binational agreements were implemented, and
achievements for the benefit of the people, particularly
for the Venezuelan nation.

1
2
7

6

All the sixty-nine agreements signed
during the recent presidential tour were
entered “always bearing in mind, and with
the heart on the best interest for the
Venezuelan nation,” said President of the
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Hugo
Chavez, on his arrival home after an 11-day
work trip that took him to Russia, Belarus,
Ukraine, Iran, Syria, Libya, and Portugal.
“This multi-polar world seeks its own
equilibrium through extraordinary dynamics; the Motherland, the People and the
Venezuelan Revolution has begun to play
a key role, recognized in the four cardinal
points of the planet,” said the President

3
5

4

emphasizing in the new geopolitical reality
of our country.
Venezuela’s foreign policy has strategically
broken up the hegemony of international
capitalism, this is evident when considering a tour that extends and strengthens
energy ties, commercial, agricultural, social,
industrial, technological, and other areas
of great importance for the country’s
development.
The agreements have great impact in the
short, medium and long term, and reaffirm
the independence of Venezuela.
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Venezuelan Foreign Policy
breaks capitalist hegemony

1 Russia

Establishment of Russian-Venezuelan
bank for financing energy projects
PDVSA Gas sale of its participation
on Ruhr Oel (Germany)
Development of the Junín Block 6
of the Orinoco Oil Belt

Frozen
Arctic Ocean

RUSSIA

1

CANADA

BELARUS
UKRAINE

2
3

PORTUGAL

EE.UU

Atlantic
Ocean

7 Portugal
Construction of 2 vessels to
carry asphalt
Venezuela will store oil, gas and
agricultural products in Portugal, in
the deep-water terminal Sines
Participation of Galp Energy in the
Pacific
Mariscal Sucre gas project in Venezuela Ocean

Construction of a nuclear reactor
for peaceful purposes
Joint venture for transportation of
oil and products
Construction of the deep extraction plant at
the Soto 1 well, Anzoátegui state
Construction of gas compressor plants
Acquisition of 13 thermoelectric selfcontained groups for PDVSA

MONGOLIA

SYRIA
4

7

5
6

CHINA

IRAN

LIBYA

Increase the supply of
Venezuelan oil to 200 thousand
barrels per day in 2011
Development of agro industrial
complex in Barinas
Addition of 2 blocks in Zulia
state for joint production

INDIA

Indian
Ocean

VENEZUELA

2 Belarus

BRASIL

6 Libya

5 Syria

3
4 Iran
Venezuela’s participation in largest
gas field in the world
Joint venture for the exploitation of the field
Dobokubi, Anzoátegui, Venezuela
Joint venture for oil transport

Venezuela, Syria, Iran and Malaysia will build
refinery with a capacity of 140 thousand barrels per day
Supply of 20 thousand barrels per day of diesel
from Venezuela to Syria
Activating a binational fund of $ 100 million

In Brief:

AUSTRALIA

Ukraine

Agreement to use existing
pipelines that can carry
Venezuelan crude to Belarus

To make clear the decentralization,
Venezuela will develop productive
cities that are able to offer its
residents housing, health,
education and employment.

With the support of Belarus,
Russia, Portugal and Iran,
Venezuela will built 37,512
housing units for the benefit
of its people.

by: Wilmer Ascanio

Energy cooperation
Exploration of topics for business
opportunities in Libya and Venezuela
Activating a binational fund $ 100 million

In order to speed the National
Housing Plan, 12 construction
materials plants will be installed in
the country.
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PDVSA-IPEA Agreement

Cooperation south-south
for

development
by Fadi Kabboul

The vast wild areas of the Orinoco Oil Belt and the Gulf of Paria, and their
huge energy and human resources have enormous potential for people’s
wealth. Comprehensive development of these geographical areas can be
achieved through integration of their strengths and implementation of the
Oil Sowing Plan

As per the instructions issued in the Joint
Communiqué of the 19th Venezuela-Brazil
Quarterly Presidential Meeting, Venezuelan
People’s Minister for Energy and Petroleum
Rafael Ramírez and Brazilian Minister of
the Secretariat for Strategic Affairs Samuel
Pinheiro Guimaraes signed a Letter of
Commitment dated May 27, 2010, to
develop
follow-up
and
advisory
mechanisms for territorial planning and
comprehensive development of the
regions of the Orinoco Oil Belt (FPO) and
gas infrastructure in the Gulf of Paria.
In addition, under the framework of the
Letter of Commitment, on August 6, 2010,
the Socialist Petróleos de Venezuela and
the Brazilian Instituto de Pesquisa Económica Aplicada (IPEA, Institute of Applied
Economic Research) signed a Technical
Cooperation Agreement. They also agreed to
establish a permanent IPEA office in
Caracas, in order to work with Pdvsa in the
implementation of actions under the Oil
Sowing Plan, related to the development of
the FPO and the Gulf of Paria, strengthen
training of planning experts, and outline
socio-productive plans for development
and integration between northern Brazil and
southern Venezuela (Amazonas-Orinoco
axis).
IPEA is an agency attached to the
Ministry of Strategic Affairs of the
Presidency of Brazil. It engages in
research activities to provide technical and
institutional support to the Brazilian
government’s actions in the formulation
and improvement of public policies and
domestic development programs. Among
IPEA’s most remarkable accomplishments is
the planning of the city of Brasilia, which

just turned 50 years old, and its crucial
contribution to balance the territorial
development of Brazil.
The Brazilian government has instructed
IPEA to plan comprehensive development
of pre-salt areas, where major oil and gas
discoveries have been made since 2007,
which increased Brazilian proven reserves
by 50 percent.
In this way, Venezuela entered into an
agreement with a long-standing, solid
technical institution. IPEA will work with
PDVSA in planning and developing the
world’s most ambitious oil plan -the Oil
Sowing Plan, which involves an investment
of about USD 240 billion in 2011-2016.
The PDVSA-IPEA agreement comes to
deepen the strategic relationship the
Bolivarian Revolution has built with
Brazil in recent years. Additionally, it will
leverage Venezuela’s role in the regional
integration process in the context of
UNASUR, as it seeks to strengthen border
integration and production networks
through technical studies and planning of
comprehensive territorial development
projects in border regions and communities.
Such projects will be in line with the plans
to develop the FPO huge proven oil reserves,
estimated at 316 billion barrels, at a recovery
factor of 20 percent, as well as the significant
gas reserves in the Gulf of Paria, estimated at
185.5 trillion cubic feet, which have turned
Venezuela into a global energy power.
IPEA is to provide advisory to PDVSA in
seven
areas:
institutional
matrix,
support, and monitoring system, financing,
strengthening of the production structure,

infrastructure, regional, urban, environmental development, and social development.
The IPEA Permanent Office in Caracas will provide advisory, research and
training in public policy-making, planning,
development of production chains and
regional
integration.
Further,
IPEA
officials and researchers are to teach
development
and
public
policy
specialization courses in Brasilia to
Venezuelan technicians. Subsequently,
PDVSA technicians are to teach training
courses in Venezuela.
Given the country’s characteristic, oil is
the core of Venezuela’s socialist project,
as Commander President Hugo Chávez
Frías has stated on several occasions. Accordingly, the New PDVSA promotes the
Bolivarian socialist model at the community,
regional, national and international levels,
thus favoring transition to an alternative,
supportive, sustainable and participatory
energy and production model.
Therefore, we can no longer think of
pumping oil and designing great engineering projects without including local
communities, promoting balanced regional,
fair and dignified territorial development, and
leveraging regional integration. In this
sense, the cooperation agreement between
PDVSA and IPEA translates this popular and
revolutionary commitment into plans,
proposals and technical studies. The
agreement will also help translate our
dream of greater justice, sovereignty and
inclusion in Venezuela and South America
into specific projects and achievements.
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A subsidiary of PDVSA

Technology

made in venezuela
to
the orinoco belt crude oil

upgrade

by Gustavo González

INT-MECS® has been tested in Yavire Technology Complex,
located east of Venezuela, in Carabobo Division, Morichal
District, south of Monagas state

Our technology
abroad

Intevep, the research subsidiary of Petróleos
de Venezuela S.A., has been developing
INT-MECS® technology since 2005 to
upgrade both heavy and extra heavy
crude oil on surface. This method
optimizes the API (American Petroleum
Institute) gravity and other physicochemical
features of crude oil found in the Orinoco
Oil Belt (FPO).
The degree (°API) of a hydrocarbon is a
conversion of specific gravity, which was
developed by the American Petroleum Institute to define the scale of
density of hydrocarbons. The API gravity
value classifies hydrocarbons in light (above
30 °API), medium (29-22 °API), heavy (2111 °API) or extra-heavy (<10 °API).
With INT-MECS®, heavy crude oil can be
upgraded from 16 to 21 °API, while
extra-heavy crude oil can be upgraded
from 8 to 14 °API. Additionally, both the
metals (vanadium, nickel) and sulfur and
asphaltenes present in original can be
reduced. This results in crude oil with

improved physicochemical properties, which
facilitates both transport and processing in
the Venezuelan refining circuit.
INT-MECS® has been tested in the
“Yavire” Technological Complex located in
eastern Venezuela, in Carabobo Division,
Morichal District, south of Monagas state. This
complex serves the Ayacucho and Carabobo
blocks of the FPO.
Following successful tests and completion of
laboratory scale’s stages and pilot scale, this
technological solution is in a visualization
phase with the Petromonagas joint venture.
to be implemented commercially, with a processing capacity estimated at 50,000 bpd.
Deep Conversion
PDVSA currently runs the Deep Conversion Project, an expansion plan intended to
increase the capacity to process heavy
crude oil extracted from the FPO. This
initiative seeks to improve the effectiveness of refining facilities in order to place
high-quality products in the market.

The project involves starting up some 28
plants in addition to those existing in the
industrial area of Puerto La Cruz refinery,
and will translate into higher performance
and a 60 percent increase in the production
of oil derivatives.
The implementation in works for Deep
Conversion Project started in the last quarter
of 2009 in the Puerto La Cruz refinery. This
project is also expected to be implemented
in the Paraguaná Refining Complex (Falcón
state, northwestern Venezuela) and El Palito
Refinery (Carabobo state, in the center of the
country).
Thanks to the implementation of INT-MECS®
and other technologies, PDVSA and its
partners will achieve in 2020 a total
production of 4.6 million barrels per day in
the FPO, an area where investments amount
to USD 80 billion.
Partner selection and organization of
joint ventures are well advanced in each of
the blocks comprising the FPO. Therefore,

technology is increasingly necessary to
ensure better use of oil in place.
Science for people
Some people may find hard to see directly the benefits of a technology such as
INT-MECS®. However, it has been
successful in upgrading heavy and
extra-heavy crude oil from the FPO. This
technology will become a part of the
country’s oil history and will help improve
marketing of Venezuelan oil, thus boosting
Venezuelan people’s economic and social
development.
Upgrading heavy crude oil from 8 °API to
14 °API is not easy, but thanks to tireless
researchers at PDVSA Intevep, the
INT-MECS®
technology will facilitate
transport and processing of oil from the
FPO, in order to maximize oil revenues
and leverage the direct distribution of
income through social missions, programs
and investment plans.

Under the environmental principles
of PDVSA, CITGO Petroleum Corporation, a subsidiary of PDVSA based
in the United States of America, completed the construction and startup of
a unit for the production of ultra-low
sulfur diesel (ULSD) with a number of
Venezuelan engineering firms, in Lemont refinery, Illinois.
The unit is equipped with state-of-theart technology and designed to cut by
98 percent the sulfur content in diesel
fuel produced at the refinery.
The processing unit has a production
capacity of 42,500 barrels per day of
ULSD. This represents more than 75
percent of the distillate production of
Lemont refinery, which totals 55,000
bpd of ULSD from heavy oil.
The necessary steps for the production
of ULSD include the use of hydrogen
to remove sulfur from diesel and recover it for conversion into elemental
sulfur, which is then placed in the fertilizer market.
The Lemont refinery produces 100
percent ultra-low sulfur diesel.
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Strengthening sovereignty

Socialist PDVSA

promotes dissemination of oil-related knowledge
OPEP Quiz

by Wendy Beltrán

The finals of the contest, open to youth
15-18 years of age from the 12 member
States and from the organization’s host
country, was held June 30 in Vienna with
the participation of representatives of
Saudi Arabia, Ecuador, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait,
Libya, Nigeria, Qatar, Venezuela, and
Austria who reached this stage by winning preliminary competitions in their
home countries.
Held in the presence of OPEC
Secretary General, Abdalla Salem
El-Badri, the contest consisted of three
qualifying rounds that the Venezuelan
representative passed without difficulty.
In the first stage, participants answered
questions about the organization, while
the second stage questions were about
the member countries. The top four qualifiers went on to a final round in which
they were evaluated on the international
oil industry.
The second place went to 16-yearold Nigerian Kehinde Olatunde, with
Ecuadorian Jose Andres Yanchapaxi, 18,
in third.

Schools in the state-owned Corporation promote education as an integral
activity by bringing students closer both to theoretical knowledge and to
culture (i.e., dance, theater, and music groups), sports, and oil history

Using oil-related knowledge acquired
early in his life, Luis de La Hoz, a young
graduate fresh out of Simon Bolivar School in
“Paraguana, Falcon state, managed to win
OPEC Quiz, the first international competition on knowledge about the hydrocarbon
industry, sponsored by the Organization of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC),
as part of its fiftieth anniversary celebrations
in June this year.

oil market. General culture questions about
member States and associate countries were
also asked. The contest was open to students
12-18 years of age from OPEC member
nations, Saudi Arabia, Ecuador, Iran, Iraq,
Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar, Venezuela,
and Austria, the host country. Participants
gathered in Vienna for the competition
finals after winning an earlier stage in their
respective countries.

Luis convinced the Venezuelan selection
panel with his spontaneity, humility, and
academic record. However, what the jury
of the contest, held in Vienna, valued most
was Luis’ knowledge, excellent diction and
self-confidence.

- Since childhood you have been linked to
the oil industry. Can you tell us more about
it?
- It’s very interesting, says de La Hoz, since
our early childhood we have been taught
what the oil industry is. We had the basics
and we have been taught to see oil beyond
its economic dimension, as a factor for
social progress, a tool for development, not
only for Venezuela, because we now share
our wealth with other peoples.

A native of Punto Fijo, a city that hosts the
world’s largest refinery (Paraguana Refining Complex), and son of oil workers -his
father is an active worker in the instrumentation area and his mother is now a retired
worker- de La Hoz said the confidence he
showed in winning the contest derives from
the sound education he received in Socialist
PDVSA’s schools.

The contest
OPEC Quiz was organized into three rounds.
In each, five to seven questions per contestant were asked on issues relative to the
history, goals, mission, and work of OPEC
and the Organization’s participation in the

- Your parents have belonged to or still form
part of the oil industry. Has this fact leaned
you towards this area?
- I always liked to know our own history. Oil
has changed the course of many countries. It
is interesting to know that we have evolved
thanks to oil.
- How was the participation process in the
contest?
-It was somewhat surprising. We were

finishing classes in late May and early June,
only the testing period was pending when
we were called. We had three weeks of
arduous preparation. Then we moved to
Caracas to take part in the selection round
which included seven participants. I came
out with the win from very interesting
experience.
- What did Luis obtain from OPEC Quiz?
- It left me a great memory, an important
knowledge base. Participation in this OPEC
contest marks you by letting you see the oil
world from within at such young age. Having
traveled to another country and getting to
learn the most important organization in the
oil sector is something that opens the door,
nurtures thinking, and broadens expectations
of what you can achieve in the future. It also
gives you the opportunity to move forward
with high expectations because PDVSA will
support us in what will be our future.

A guarantee Future
After winning OPEC Quiz, 17-year-old
Luis de La Hoz will begin higher education
studies in Systems Engineering with a
scholarship
granted
by
Socialist
PDVSA for having represented our country
so brilliantly.
Being Venezuela an oil producing country, it
is necessary that its population have a good
knowledge of the nations’ main industry
and show a level of awareness in line with

the interests of the country, in order to help
safeguard
sovereignty
and
selfdetermination. The People’s Minister for
Energy and Petroleum Rafael Ramirez
said in his office when he welcomed the
winner: “We think it is important that
our young people are making this kind of
commitment to excellent preparation. OPEC
was gladly impressed by the Venezuelan
youth.”
For this reason, Socialist PDVSA, Venezuela’s
main company, encourages the study of oil
history and scientific knowledge through its
20 schools located in major oil producing
regions of the country, twelve in the West,
two in Paraguana Refining Complex and six
in the East.

Success Indicators
About 17,000 children and youth, who
are children or relatives of oil workers and
neighbors of our facilities, make up the
student base of the 20 schools of Socialist
PDVSA, with over 1,000 children from the
communities being admitted to consolidate
the integration of the company to its areas
of influence.
The Corporate Manager for Quality of Life,
Jose Arias, said that this year will see the
relaunch of the Oil Education Program in
Socialist PDVSA’s schools, with the support
of PDVSA La Estancia, the social and cultural

arm of the industry.
For the National Coordinator for Education, Richard Arraiz, the fact that most of
these students are children or relatives of
PDVSA’s employees also contributes to this
educational success. Thus, the learning
environment is surrounded by oil and
PDVSA. “It means that if at any time we give
some classes or address topics related to
the oil world, the child, youth or teen can
supplement this information with the
knowledge their parents may have on the
subject. And that makes it a significant
learning experience,” he said. These are the
reasons why the youth who graduate from
PDVSA’s schools are so knowledgeable
about oil industry.
PDVSA’s schools see education as an
integral concept. For these institutions,
education means not only a classroom
activity but also sports, cultural activities, music, theater, and dance groups.
This approach provides students with
comprehensive
education
and
the
appropriate educational context for the full
development of their capabilities so that
they can excel both as students and as
professionals once, they graduate.
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On the 227th anniversary of his birth

Simón Bolívar
is exalted by Venezuelan people’s hands

by María E. Chávez

On July 24, 2010 Venezuela commemorated the 227th anniversary of the country’s
Founding Father, the Liberator Simón
Bolívar. On the occasion of this
important date, a ceremony was held at the
San Francisco Church, where Bolívar was
proclaimed Liberator, and in the National
Pantheon, where his remains now lie.
In order to honor Bolívar’s memory, a new
Venezuelan flag was placed on his tomb.
Artisans and seamstresses from all around
the country helped manufacture the
eight-star flag, which also bears a coat of
arms that was attached by piaroa indigenous
people.

The foreign-made flag that used to cover the
lead casket containing the remains of Bolívar,
was replaced with the new flag, following
a tour of Caracas, Cumaná, Margarita,
Barinas, Barcelona, Trujillo and Mérida,
which represent the seven provinces that
signed the Independence of Venezuela in
1811, and which were joined by the eighth
province of Guayana (currently the Bolivar
state). The coat of arms was designed by
artist Néstor Melani Orozco, a native of La
Grita, Táchira state.

1. Today, a flag sewn by artisans and
tailors from all around Venezuela covers the
remains of the Liberator

2. Bolívar exalted by the hands of our
people

1

2
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4
3

3. We bring you the flag made by your
people, with eight stars and the coat of
arms made by native hands, with the horse
galloping free like the homeland in the
present day

6

4. The new flag was delivered by 32 people
from different regions of the country,
including men, women, children, cadets,
athletes, students and indigenous people
who participated in the manufacture
process

5. A highly emotional wonderful ceremony
dignified the memory of the Founding Father
of the Nation, on the 227th anniversary of
his birth

6.Members

of
social
organizations,
indigenous leaders, children and military
institutions of the country accompanied the
national flag on the journey to the National
Pantheon

5 8

7. Cadets folded the new flag and handed it
to the Commander in Chief, President Hugo
Chávez, for deployment on the sarcophagus
of the Liberator

8. “Your heroic bones that rode across
the land have been exalted. We bring you
this present from your liberated fatherland:
the new flag tailored by your people,” said
President Hugo Chávez

9. The leader of the Bolivarian Revolution,

7

together with the people, introduced the
historic flag embroidered by Venezuelan
hands into the National Pantheon

10. The Head of State deployed the flag on
the tomb of Bolívar, where it can be seen by
people visiting the Pantheon

9

OPEC
was reborn in caracas
The Second Summit of Heads of State was held in 2000

10

by Alfredo Carquez

"Without Venezuelans to hold it up, OPEC would have died long time
ago", said in 1967 Sheikh Abdullah Al Tariki, one of the leading
characters in the foundation of this organization
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Following the outbreak of World War
II, Venezuela’s bargaining power with
multinationals increased. President Isaías
Medina Angarita led the 1943 tax reform,
held rallies across the country, visited
oilfields and unions headquarters and
warned that failure to reach an agreement
with these companies would result in the
nation taking decisions unilaterally.

The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries is an institution comprising the
governments of different nations (Venezuela, Ecuador, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Nigeria,
Angola, Kuwait, Qatar, Iraq, Algeria,
United Arab Emirates, and Libya) whose
main objectives are defending the interests
of its members, stabilizing the oil market and
obtaining fair oil prices.

Further,
market
mechanisms
were
imposed on a product that responds to
other factors. Meanwhile, domestically,
political sectors, in partnership with oil
technocrats, encouraged practices contrary
to the country’s and OPEC’s interests. For
example, they encouraged both increased
production volumes and systematic violation
of the production quota system.

Venezuela played a key role in the
creation of the organization. So much so that
in 1967 -seven years after the organization
was born- one of its founders, Saudi Sheikh
Abdullah Al Tariki, even said that “without
Venezuelans to hold it up, OPEC would have
died long time ago.”

OPEC’s rebirth started in 1999 due,
among other factors, to a change in the
organization’s oil policy. Such change
came after the President of the Bolivarian
Republic of Venezuela Hugo Chávez took
office and after the Second Summit of Heads
of State and Government of OPEC was held
in Caracas in September 2000. Months
before the Summit, President Chávez made
a comprehensive tour of the OPEC member
countries to promote the meeting.

Venezuela undertook the task to convince the governments of Middle Eastern
countries, where centuries of colonialism
were just coming to an end, to agree to lay
the foundations of what became OPEC years
later. However, those efforts began much
earlier, as a logical consequence of the
political, economic and fiscal progress
attained in the Venezuelan oil sector for
much of the 20th century.
Then, almost into the 21st century,
Venezuela’s leadership within OPEC
emerged once again, after the deep
lethargy of the 1980’s and 1990’s. During
those two decades, major industrialized
countries created multilateral agencies
in order to neutralize the Organization.

“We can say, without exaggeration,
that just like OPEC was born in 1960 in
Baghdad, it was reborn 25 years later in
Caracas,” Chávez stated during the opening
ceremony of the 141st Extraordinary Meeting
of OPEC held in Caracas on June 1, 2006.

Background
A slow but steady process to adapt
energy-related laws, particularly through
the creation of taxes, started in Venezuela
virtually from the beginning of oil
production. This was intended to increase
the state’s share in multinationals’ oil profits.

Companies finally gave in and the following
commitments were reached as a result of the
negotiations:
• Companies agreed to abide by the
conditions set under the New Law on
Hydrocarbons (1943).
• Venezuela’s sovereignty to levy taxes on
multinationals was recognized.
• Royalties previously standing at 9%
increased to 16.2/3%.
• Oil income tax rate increased to 12%
which, together with royalties and other
taxes, gave the Venezuelan state 60% of oil
profits obtained in the country.
• Minimum prices were set for calculating
royalty payments.
• Additionally, multinationals were forced to
build refineries in the country between 1945
and 1950.

Early approaches
In 1949, a Venezuelan delegation carrying
legal instruments left for the Middle East.
Then Minister of Development Manuel
Egaña instructed the delegation as follows:
“Certainly it is convenient for Venezuela to
have a direct relationship with the Governments of the Middle East in order to find a
way to reach a balance in their oil prices.
In that way, their oil will be welcomed by
global markets without compromising the
benefits we grant by reasons of our own.
Within our oil economy, we have been
making invaluable economic and social
gains, and we must make every possible
effort to avoid going back on the path of
these developments. It is possible to
achieve a balance of competing forces, whereby benefits may be attained for the peoples
of the Middle East without harming the
economic standing of the Venezuelan
people.”

In 1959-1960, the conditions favored the
establishment of an oil organization.
However, the factor that led to the creation of OPEC was the pressure exerted by
multinationals in the Middle East, which
intended to bring oil prices in the region
down to the levels existing in the Atlantic
Basin. This hit both the interests of Venezuela
-by undermining Venezuela’s participation in
the US market- and the interests of producers
in the Middle East -by lowering oil prices.
As the individual claims by Middle East
producing nations failed, they came to
the conclusion that it was necessary to
unite efforts and create a defense mechanism. This was the breeding ground for the
uprising of oil producing countries through the
creation of OPEC. But the most important fact
preceding the birth of the Organization was
Venezuela’s participation in the First Arab
Petroleum Congress, held in Cairo, Egypt, in
1959.
The main conclusions of this Congress
included the idea that producing countries
would have a greater participation in all
aspects of the oil business; the decision to
keep permanent contacts; and the right
of the governments of these nations to
share with multinationals the decisions on
production volumes and prices.
During that meeting, the most effective
contacts occurred between Juan Pablo
Pérez Alfonzo, then Minister of Energy and
Petroleum of Venezuela, and Sheikh
Abdullah Al Tariki.

Birth in Baghdad
OPEC was established in Baghdad, the
capital of Iraq, on September 14, 1960, as an
intergovernmental
and
international
institution that represents the governments
of member countries. The organization
embraced the principles of “preservation of
a non-renewable and exhaustible resource”
and the search for a “fair and reasonable
value of the resource.”
OPEC’s objectives are to defend individual
and collective interests of its members,
maintain the stability of oil prices and coor-
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dinate and unify petroleum policies. At the
same time, the organization aims at securing
reliable and economic supply of petroleum
consuming nations.
OPEC Statute sets forth that “due regard shall
be given at all times to the interests of the
producing nations and to the necessity of
securing a steady income to the producing
countries.” It also provides that the Organization shall be guided by the principle of the
sovereign equality of its member countries.
OPEC Statute asserts that “if, as a result of
the application of any decision of the Organization, sanctions are employed, directly
or indirectly, by any interested company or
companies against one or more Member
Countries, no other Member shall accept any
offer of a beneficial treatment, whether in the
form of an increase in oil exports or in an improvement in prices, which may be made to
it by such interested company or companies
with the intention of discouraging the application of the decision of the Organization.”
On June 25, 1968 OPEC adopted in
Vienna, Austria, its first political declaration,
the “Declaratory Statement of Petroleum
Policy in Member Countries,” which
emphasized, among others, the right to
access windfall revenues, acknowledgment
of resource limitations, and implementation of oil sovereignty and limits over oil
exploration.
In the early 1970’s the control of
governments of producing countries over
global oil production was firmly established. In September that year, for the first time
two OPEC member countries took sovereign
decisions related to the oil business.
Libya started to control production levels
without prior consent of multinationals.
This move was accepted by one multinational, thus creating a domino effect on others.
Meanwhile, Algeria set prices independently
of foreign companies.
The next step in this historical process was
the nationalization of the oil industry, which
started between 1971 and 1975 in several
OPEC countries: Algeria in 1968, Libya in

1970, Iraq in 1972, Kuwait and Venezuela
in 1975. Additionally, the Tehran Agreement
was signed on January 20, 1972 in Geneva
with the aim of setting prices, index prices to
both inflation, and a currencies basket and
establish a benchmark crude oil.
The First Summit of Heads of State of
OPEC was held in March 1975 in Algiers,
Algeria. Its Solemn Declaration emphasized
respect for sovereignty and equality in
accordance with the principles of the UN,
thus reaffirming the inalienable right of
countries over the ownership, exploitation
and development of natural resources.

Hibernation and Rebirth
Until then, initiatives in the oil sector were
in the hands of OPEC. However, the major
consumer countries unleashed a counteroffensive that translated into the introduction
of market mechanisms, spot prices, and the
creation of political institutions to compete
directly with the Organization, such as the
International Energy Agency. In parallel,
domestically in OPEC countries, an ideology
associated with free market was promoted
in order to implement opening policies, in
the absence of solid institutions to secure
national interests, and under agreements that
favored the objectives of multinationals.
This situation led to a long period of
hibernation, from the late 1980’s to most of
the 1990’s, in which OPEC maintained little
control over production and prices. This
period was even characterized by
indiscipline and lack of coordination among
its members.
At the end of the 20th century, OPEC
gained momentum. After the election in
December 1998 of President Hugo Chávez,
the organization resumed its important role
in the global energy market, as the domestic oil policy was designed based on the
fundamentals of the organization, namely
the principle of demanding and exercising
the country’s sovereign right to manage our
greatest natural resource: oil.

Full
Petroleum Sovereignty
by Alfredo Carquez
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“Since President Hugo Chávez took
office in 1999, the Bolivarian Revolution has
implemented a series of policies radically different from those adopted by the
governments of the Pact of Punto Fijo . One
of such successful policies was intended to
recover oil prices, which were below USD
7 per barrel back at that time,” said Elías
Eljuri, the president of the National Statistics
Institute (INE).
He stressed that remembering what
happened during the long years of the

bipartisan hegemony of political parties AD
and COPEI, is necessary to avoid making the
same mistakes.
“Today, the political leaders of the
counterrevolution and their media are
striving to remove such hard past from
Venezuelans’ memory. They are trying to
make us forget that in the last 11 years of
the Fourth Republic, accumulated inflation
hit 8,104 percent, a figure 11 times higher
than the rate recorded under President Hugo
Chávez,” added Eljuri.

“We must remember, for example, that
inflation was slowing down (in the early
years of Chávez’s government). In 2001,
it hit 12.3 percent. We were set to lower
inflation to one digit, and then the oil strike
came (December 2002 - March 2003). This
boosted inflation again. In addition, during
the coup (April 2002), the economy fell
8 percent, but then recovered during 23
consecutive quarters, until the outbreak of
the global crisis, which was very difficult to
avoid.”
“In the first quarter of 2010, GDP
dropped 5.2 percent. Moreover, in the second
quarter, it declined 1.9 percent. However, this
happened when the electricity sector was
not as fully operational as it is now. I am
quite sure that next year the economy will
grow more than 2 percent. We will leave
the global crisis behind, just as if we left
the coup and the oil strike behind. Dissenters throw their arms up in horror, but they
forget that they were responsible for the
nation losing about USD 18 billion. They
blocked ports and prevented food from
entering the country. They made people
starve and pushed the country to the brink
of collapse during a strike that hit the oil and
trade sectors.”
- Why has it been so difficult to go back
to the path of slowing down inflation that
prevailed before the coup of April 2002? Is
it because a silent economic war has been
declared by the business sector?
- Certainly, some economic sectors are
constantly playing the game of Apocalyp-

Tax revenues: USD 190.5 billion
Social investment: USD 69.73 billion
Social investment / Tax revenues: 36.6 percent

Secondary school:
88%
92,3%
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38,6%

1999-2009:

60,6%

by Alfredo Carquez

“The fact that children go to school and are given two meals and a snack
translates into increased performance. Academic Education is the most important variable for improving people’s living conditions,” said Elías Eljuri,
the president of the National Statistics Institute
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Tax revenues: USD 545.74 billion
Social investment: USD 330.58 billion
Social investment / Tax revenues: 60.6 percent

se. They want the economy to collapse, the crisis to deepen and hunger, and
unemployment to grow. They feel terrible when economic indicators improve. In
addition, when figures are negative, then
they praise the institutions that measure
economic indicators.

areas of education, health, etc. According
to the Economic Commission for Latin
America, an institution of the United
Nations, Venezuela is at the forefront of
countries in the region that have curbed
inequality. This is measured by the Gini
index, which ranges between zero and one.

When, as a result of the coup and the strike,
poverty hit 55 percent and unemployment
amounted to 20 percent, they praised the
INE. They usually do the same with the
Central Bank of Venezuela. All these business
sectors and right-wing politicians seek to
discredit statistical institutions. The media
that hide positive results and magnify negative
figures support them. However, in spite of
the players mentioned above, Venezuela
has kept employment stable, even in the
midst of a widespread crisis of capitalism
worldwide.

Currently, Venezuela’s Gini index is
0.39. The countries ranked behind
Venezuela are Uruguay (0.44) and Costa
Rica (0.47), as well as Colombia with 0.58,
Brazil with 0.59 and Chile with 0.52. This
means that in Venezuela there is a better
distribution of income. In 1998, 20 percent of
the population earned 54 percent of
national income, while in 2009 20
percent of the population earned 47 percent
of national income. This issue still requires attention, and therefore we have to
deepen our fair income distribution policy. This task is possible only in a fairer
society. That is the reason why we are
heading towards socialism.

The jobless rate has stabilized at around 8
percent. When President Chávez took office,
unemployment amounted to 15 percent. The
jobless rate spiraled down until the strike
and the coup d’état, and then it climbed to
almost 20 percent.”
- What makes us different from other
Latin American countries amidst the global
crisis?
- What makes us different from others is that
in Venezuela we have a government with
high social principles, where man comes
first. For us, economy is a social science at the
service of man. The Bolivarian government has
outlined a massive inclusion policy in the

While
in
Chile
private
education
amounts to 85 percent, in Venezuela the number of people who can
attend public education institutions at all
levels increases everyday, and the same
goes for health. We have very health
care systems. Barrio Adentro mission is
providing health care to nearly 8 million
people. We have developed a policy to bring
health to people.

Develop a global partnership
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Reduce child mortality

Gender Equality

Universal Education

Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger

Undeniable social support
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Millennium Development Goals

proposed by the United Nations for 2015:
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- Some economists argue that the Bolivarian
Revolution’s model is not sustainable, what
do you think?
- As I said before, the Bolivarian government
puts man first. When you assess the country’s
revenue in the past 11 years and compare
it with the previous 11 years, you can see
that social spending has nearly doubled.
From USD 545 billion in revenue during this
period (Chávez’s administration), USD 330
billion were allocated to social investment.
This represents 60.6 percent. In contrast, in
the 11 years prior to Chávez’s government,
revenue amounted to USD 160 billion,
and USD 69 billion, or 36 percent, were
allocated to social investment. In terms of
GDP, this represents an increase from 12
percent in 1998 to 19 percent in 2008. This
means a 60 percent growth in this area.
Currently, the Bolivarian government is
working hard to develop agricultural policies
intended to expand domestic production
and reduce imports. Investments are being
conducted in strategic sectors such as
railroads, which will translate into improved living standards for people. Therefore,
this model will be sustainable politically,
while it will favor the people. Now, from the
economic point of view, fortunately we
have a substantial income and the largest oil
reserves in the world. This allows us to
continue to advance our plans. However, it is necessary to work downstream in
various activities, in order to further
development in the petrochemical sector and
the steel industry, as well as in all key areas
for development. We cannot continue to
import everything.

- What actions need to be taken to further
reduce inequality in Venezuelan society?
- We must give more stability to all the
social initiatives that are being implemented. If we fail to change the system and if
we fail to move towards a socialist society,
we will not overcome inequality. The government is taking steps. We must remember,
however, that the process cannot be aborted.
Venezuela is trying to walk through an
unprecedented path as far as system
changes around the world are concerned.
An important element in the Venezuelan
case is people’s participation. The country is going through profound changes.
People are participating in ad-hoc committees on water, energy, and health, in
community councils, in cultural and sports
activities, and in the process of popular banking that is under way.
In Venezuela, we are taking steps to secure
people’s active participation and leading role,
and this is a very important development. Today, 84 percent of children complete primary
school in six years and about 97 percent do
it in seven or eight years. This is so because
the issue of education is linked to food. The
number of people in food programs, even
with the problems they may have, has risen
from 300,000 before 1998 to more than 4
million people in the Bolivarian schools and
high schools. The fact that children go to
school and are given two meals and a snack
translates into increased performance. This
has a short-term impact, but in the end, this
will be a driving force in Venezuelan society.
Education is the most important variable for
improving people’s living conditions.

Agreements
change lives

that
the
of hundreds of Venezuelan childen
by Betty Escalona

The Bolivarian Government of Venezuela, through PDVSA, promotes
investment in health, thus benefiting children with special needs
Venezuelan
state-run
oil
company
PDVSA in 2002 - 2003 was hit by a
serious sabotage that resulted in losses due
to unrealized sales amounting to USD
17.43 billion. Venezuelans were battered
by the crisis, but the Bolivarian government
together with the people, managed to
reverse the situation. Despite many
hurdles and a slow recovery after profound
changes, in 2006 PDVSA’s Board of
Directors decided to allocate to social
development 10 percent of funds intended
for projects and subsidiaries, thus largely
benefiting the health sector.

Bolivarian
Revolution
Venezuelans’ lives.

to

improve

Venezuela recently won an award for
progress in meeting the Millennium
Development Goals. Despite the effects
of the global financial crisis, in Venezuela
infant mortality decreased by 35 percent.
This highlights the tireless efforts of the

Consequently, since 2006 PDVSA Health
Division promotes and implements
three major projects that have benefited
hundreds of families in need of urgent
medical care.

According to figures published by the
United Nations Fund for Children, 600
million people (10 percent of the world
population) have disabilities, among which
150 million are children. In this regard,
Venezuela’s state policy aims at providing
people who are historically disadvantaged
with programs that pave the way towards
a better and more equitable life, where the
rights enshrined in the Constitution are met
fully.
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Why Argentina?

En 2008 surge el convenio de salud,
suscrito entre PDVSA, su filial en
Estados Unidos Citgo Petroleum Corporation,
PDVSA, Citgo Petroleum Corporation,
through its Simón Bolívar Foundation,
and Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires
entered into a health agreement in 2008. This
agreement includes transportation of boys
and girls who need a liver transplant and
weigh less than 25 kilograms to Hospital
Italiano de Buenos Aires, in Argentina.
Severe malnutrition prevents these patients
from undergoing surgical intervention in
Venezuela, due to lack of medical equipment
and expertise to deal with this condition.

Since 1988, Hospital Italiano de Buenos
Aires performs pediatric liver transplantations, and has curbed the mortality rate
associated with this disease to 2 percent in
Argentina, thus turning the country into the
pioneer in this field in Latin America. This
type of high-quality, state-of-the art surgery
will be performed in Venezuela in the next
few years, thanks to interaction between
Argentine
and
Venezuelan
medical
specialists.

Atresia of the bile ducts, the main condition
to be treated with this type of surgery, is a
disease
of
unknown
cause
that
severely affects the liver. In Venezuela, this
condition affects 1 in 10,000 to 15,000 live
births, most of which require liver transplantation. Many of the families facing this
problem have no money to afford the
expensive operation, which is the only means
to save their children.

So far, this program has benefitted 10
Venezuelan children, out of whom seven
have already been transplanted and are
currently receiving post-surgery treatment
in Argentina. Dr. Daniel Da’Gostino, the
Chief of Pediatric Hepatology, at Hospital
Italiano de Buenos Aires, said, “this is a good
agreement, as it allows Venezuela to gain
access to a benefit at lower cost, in a place
where people speak the same language, and
with better results. In turn, this agreement
helps us to grow as a supportive community
in our continent.”

A new life

Liver transplantations

testimonials
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Yoleida Balza, mother of Gustavo Figueroa
(2 years old, profound bilateral hearing loss)
talks about her experience:
“For me, it was shocking to know that my son
could not hear me, to assume that I would
communicate with him by sign language,
to know that I would not hear him speak.
However, now I know that there is a government company that helped me afford this
expensive treatment. It was so important that
I have the assurance that my son will listen to
me and that soon he is to call me mom, not

Juan José Amaya, father of María de los
Ángeles (atresia of the bile ducts and severe
malnutrition):
“Thank God that PDVSA gave us the money for the transplant and everything the
girl needs here in Argentina; treatment here
is excellent. I left everything, including my
job. I left everything for my daughter. I am
returning to Venezuela in zero, but with my
daughter, in her company, alive and well.”

María Sánchez, mother of Mery Ann
Sánchez (2 years, acute lymphoblastic
leukemia):
“I’m going to a country (Italy), where people
do not speak my language. I am leaving my
family, with faith that God will stop her suffering. I want to see her grow healthy and
now I have that opportunity. Please do not
stop helping people. There are many people
in need. Keep doing what you do and God
bless you.”

with signs but with words.”
Stories like that of Mrs. María Sánchez show that the Bolivarian government advocates
life and promotes a national project for the benefit of all. This is a project that restores
dignity of Venezuelan people, who were excluded and marginalized for many years.

Cochlear implants
Hearing loss is a disease that impairs
hearing below normal capacity to hear. In
many cases a cochlear implant can restore
hearing.
The cochlear implant is an electronic
device that is placed in the inner ear. It is
designed to help improve hearing in
profoundly deaf patients who have made
little or no progress with standard hearing
aids. With this innovation, patients can
detect environmental sounds. Most of them
can understand speech without lip reading,
and some of them can even use the phone.
As part of continuing efforts to strengthen its
social inclusion policy, PDVSA, through its
Simón Bolívar Foundation, purchased 100
cochlear implantation kits in 2009. Fifteen
patients have been treated so far. In 2008,
60 children were operated, which gave
them a chance to live a better life. The cost

of a cochlear implant is USD 21,000, which
low-income Venezuelans suffering from this
disease cannot afford.

Bone marrow transplants
According to the National Statistics Institute,
in Venezuela there are 8,372,418 children.
Approximately 1,691 new pediatric cancer
cases are diagnosed on a yearly basis in
Venezuela, including leukemia, lymphoma and central nervous system tumors.
Fortunately, these children have a chance
to survive, i.e. bone marrow transplantation
(BMT). However, in Venezuela there are
only 2 hospitals performing BMT -a private
hospital and a state-run hospital called
Enrique Tejera Hospital in Valencia,
Carabobo state. Neither hospital meets the
demand of patients requiring treatment.
PDVSA provides financial support for
health agreements between Venezuela and
institution in Italy. These agreements aim

to meet demand in Venezuela, by using
the Italian public health system’s skills and
expertise in treating this disease. The Italian
public health system has enough hospitals
treating this disease, and they specialize in
transplants in which recipient and donor
come from different families.
In 2007-2009, 104 Venezuelan children
were treated under the BMT program.
Fifteen health professionals from the
Venezuelan Public Health System and
seven Italian medical specialists in the field
of Hematology-Oncology have joined the
program. According to data provided by
Citgo’s Simón Bolívar Foundation, in 2008
investment in this initiative amounted to
USD 1.5 million, and in 2009 it was USD 1
million, for a total of USD 2.5 million.
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Sabana Grande

A boulevard
that

rises

from ashes
by prensa PDVSA La Estancia

The results of the Sabana Grande Boulevard
Comprehensive Restoration Project, executed by
PDVSA-La Estancia, are patently clear. The pedestrian
street shows a renewed face following revamping
of heritage, urban, architectural and artistic assets,
which started in 2007

Sabana Grande Boulevard has been
everything and more for Caracas. The
pedestrian walkway marked the emergence
of the Venezuelan capital city as a metropolis. It was the rendezvous for writers and
poets, a great shopping area that included
restaurants, movie theaters and cafes. The
boulevard was a landmark for celebrations
such as carnival and an area for family
entertainment activities. Following the
inauguration of the Caracas subway, the
walkway became the epicenter of urban
development, and even the shelter of
peddlers.
The boulevard’s relevance for the city is as
evident as its deterioration. Over time, poor
maintenance and high turnover of both
pedestrians and vehicles resulted in wear
and tear of street fixtures, which lost their
original function. The space was conceived
in the 1980’s as a pedestrian-only, comfortable and safe walkway. By 2005, it became an
impassable place because of poor infrastructure, environmental damage, and security
conditions.
Everything suggested that the Sabana Grande Boulevard would disappear. However,
it did not. The Mayoralty of the Bolivarian
Libertador Municipality declared the
emblematic promenade in the cultural
interest on February 9, 2007, given its
architectural, urban and environmental
value. The decision was ratified by the
Institute of Cultural Heritage. Thereafter, the
transformation of this pedestrian corridor
would not stop.
The relocation of peddlers was the first
step. From there, the commitment to rescue
the Sabana Grande Boulevard was undertaken by the staff of Pdvsa La Estancia, in
conjunction with the Mayoralty of the
Libertador Municipality and the Government
of the Capital District. And the experience
gained by PDVSA’s subsidiary in revamping
other public spaces, through its Heritage
Rescue axis, was a guarantee.
Efforts to transform oil wealth into welfare for
the country are evidenced by the recovery

of iconic works such as the Esfera Caracas
by Master Jesús Soto; the Francisco de Miranda Walkway in La Vela de Coro; the Abra
Solar by Alejandro Otero; the Fisiocromía by
Carlos Cruz Diez, the Plaza Venezuela
fountain, as well as theaters Tilingo, San
Martín and Rajatabla.
Now, it was the turn of Sabana Grande. Based
on qualitative and quantitative data a comprehensive assessment conducted in 2007
helped determine the status of the boulevard
and thus define the lines of work. A contest
of ideas brought together the best proposals
for rehabilitation. A lighting project called
“Sabana Grande shines for you” was the start
of a new vision for the pedestrian walkway,
in favor of quality of life.
All axes of action focused on rescuing the
Sabana Grande Boulevard as an urban space
for various social, trade, service, institutional
and recreational activities. Such endeavor
implied revamping the walkway to bring it
in line with its new intended purpose. The
boulevard has over 16,000 inhabitants, some
1,633 merchants, and is visited by 21,000
drivers and 120,000 pedestrians on a daily
basis at rush hour.
Works began in October 2009. And to
date, the results are visible to everyone. The
Sabana Grande Boulevard shows a renewed
face in refitted areas. More than 23,000
square meters of cobblestones have been
replaced. Floor tiles have guides for visually
impaired people that show the direction and
provide indications about public services.
Now, the walkway has more room for
pedestrians because pergolas were removed.
They were replaced with marquees, tables
and chairs, where passersby can enjoy a
good coffee comfortably, in the bohemian
atmosphere that has always characterized
the boulevard.
Further, new benches were installed and the
walkway was embellished with works of art
to restore Sabana Grande’s connection with
arts. In this way, passersby can watch the
sculpture “Boceto para un Bosque” (Sketch

for a Forest) by artist Sydia Reyes, a stunning
7-meter long piece that suggests a tree in the
middle of the transit of people. People can
also watch a work called Los Petroleros (Oil
Workers) by Beatriz Blanco or a sculpture by
Daniel Suárez, in honor of the Venezuelan
Orchestras.

Sabana Grande is culture, is life...
Cultural life in Sabana Grande has been
reactivated gradually. Efforts began in 2007
and since then more than 300 outdoor
performances have taken place in the area.
Activities include concerts, dance, theater,
storytelling, mimes, stilt walkers and chess
games. But now culture will be given an
additional thrust, following completion of
social meeting areas where six tents were
installed for holding events.
These 100-square meter structures are
an ideal space for artistic performances
outdoors. Additionally, at night, the canvases
are provided with colorful lighting, as well as
an energy saving control device.
Humanization of the boulevard through art
has spread to places so far inhospitable.
Asunción Alley, best known as the Callejón
de La Puñalada, is a good example. What
was an alley that people used to avoid for
security reasons has become a space that
displays works of art by renowned graffiti
artist Marcos Arrieta, known as Mark. Thus,
a mural became the perfect excuse to color
the pedestrian walkway and pay tribute to
music.
Consequently, the term Comprehensive
Restoration Project is not casual. The
proposed renovation that PDVSA-La Estancia
is completing in Sabana Grande Boulevard
goes beyond simple replacement of cobbles.
This is a plan for revamping heritage, urban,
architectural and artistic assets.
As part of the plan, five lines of action
have been implemented. They are inten-

ded to renovate the cobblestones in the
Sabana Grande Boulevard, expand spaces for
pedestrians, integrate the 23 side-streets
crossing the boulevard in order to improve
traffic and the flow of people, free Sabana
Grande from visual pollution and improve
public services, including water, electricity
and lighting in the area.
Some issues have proved thorny, such as
the removal of pergolas and advertisements.
However, no decision has been made in an
isolated manner, but through consensus with
residents, merchants and other community
organizations living on the Boulevard, in
order to minimize the impact of the
restoration works. Meetings are held
on a weekly basis on Wednesday at the
headquarters of Pdvsa La Estancia, located
at Centro Empresarial Sabana Grande, to
brief the community about the progress of
works.
This is a large and significant project. It
involves restoration of a 90,000-square
meter area, including replacement of more
than 3,240,000 cobblers, installation of 140
benches, 600 concrete poles or bollards,
1,000 road markers and more than 300 steel
plates to protect trees. This work cannot be
completed overnight.
Works are currently in their final stage. Over
8,000 square meters of cobblestones have
been removed so far. Besides, three pergolas
have been demolished and five kiosks and
12 dumpsters have been relocated. Other
works include topographical redesign of the
area, formwork for sidewalks, cleaning, and
selection of cobblestones for replacement.
There is still work to be done. But Caracas
can be sure that by mid-2011 it will have a
public space fully restored, in line with new
requirements. This does not mean that the
Sabana Grande Boulevard will lose its identity as the iconic meeting place in Caracas
where culture, art and knowledge prevail.

For a better living
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Someone stops you on the Sabana
Grande Boulevard, and urges you to
respect the traffic lights. He or she is not
a traffic police, but a mime. Yes, they are
boys and girls wearing wigs, colorful
costumes and showing a silent smile.
These characters will cheer your good
behavior or mock any infringement.
Many passers-by laugh at their gestures and actions, but others take it
badly. However, the truth is that nobody is
indifferent to mimes who, with
exaggerated facial expressions and
gestures, aim to educate drivers and
pedestrians who daily pass through the
pedestrian walkway during rush hour.
This educational tool is reinforced daily
with delivery of fliers containing the
rules of coexistence. These messages are
focused on encouraging people to
respect vehicular and pedestrian traffic
lights, parking lots, and correct waste
disposal and care of street fixtures.
Mimes, as well as story-tellers and
traditional fable characters, are part of
this initiative that promotes correct use
of roads, horns and respect of the speed
limit on the Pascual Navarro and San
Antonio street.
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“International investment

arbitration”
by Hildegard Rondón de Sansó

International investment arbitration is the
means for dispute settlement between
foreign investors and States where investors
operate. It is the action of courts composed
of one or several arbiters appointed only to
hear specific cases that no longer exist upon
settlement.
The figure is an exception to the principle
of jurisdictional immunity, under which
States can face trial only at their own courts.
Investors refuse to accept such fact, as they
question the impartiality of said jurisdictional bodies. They also claim that in any
proceeding that may be initiated the
principle of equality among the parties is
not present due to the existence of protecting privileges of public agencies. They also
question the alleged lack of specific knowledge of national judges on the
complicated problems arisen from termination of agreements. Thus, as a condition for
“investment and assurance of the undertakings, the inclusion in the agreements of
international arbitration covenants is
required.

The judge or judges who comprise a board
of arbitration are not state officials, but
individuals, most of the time highly
qualified based on their expertise and experience; registered in the lists of arbiters
of specialized agencies, namely: Chambers
of Commerce or any other institutions, such
as the International Center for Settlement of
Investment Disputes (ICSID). They are
chosen by the parties to the dispute to take
part in the boards of arbitration.

Arbitration costs
Arbitration is mostly criticized for its very
high cost. In appearing at a national court,
litigants do not cover the expenses of
the court setup or maintenance costs or
judges’ fees. They cover only their
attorneys’ fees and any other expenses
resulting from their own action (precautionary actions, notices, releases, witnesses, among others). In addition, arbitration
centers, which promote the establishment
of courts, also demand payment for
maintenance costs. Add to this, boards
of arbitration set up in non-Spanish
speaking countries. Thus, court interpreters

and legal translators are needed to translate
procedural documents and records, resulting
in additional expenses for the States sued.
Notwithstanding, the scientific and technical level of most arbiters is undeniable very
high; most of the time their knowledge as
highly qualified experts and professional
shrewdness ensure fair judgments.

Foreign investment
For better understanding the meaning of
arbitration nowadays, there is the need to go
back to the concept of foreign investment,
as the source of arbitration. Such a concept
emerged as late as 50 years ago. Such a
period is split into two stages. The first
stage starts in the aftermath of World War
Second and ends in the late eighties, when
economic liberalization started. The second
stage spans from economic liberalization to
date.
In the first stage, there were disagreements
about the degree of protection provided by
International Common Law. Through the
20th Century, international custom was the

most important source in the field and, in
its classical concept, was implemented only
among States. Last century, the emergence of
major international treaties to govern the relations of increasing interdependence among
States displaced international custom.

Criticism of the rules of International
Common Law
With regard to the application of
International Law to the investment
system, developing countries were against
the inclusion of minimum standards on
treatment of foreign investment. Furthermore, countries where investments were made
considered that the rules of International
Law were in the interest of superpowers and
developed countries as a whole.
A first attempt to set up a multilateral
framework for investment protection was
made during the discussions of the draft
Havana Charter in 1948, which should give
birth to the World Trade Organization. While
the Charter was limited to trade issues, the
United States proposed the inclusion of a
clause for protection of foreign investment.

Inter Characteristic features of
natio
nal I
nves
tmen
Agre
emen
ts
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Main features of international investment
agreements are as follows:
Universal system: almost all countries
have signed at least one such agreement
and most countries are parties to several
agreements.
Atomized structure: this suggests lack of
global coordination and consistency in
thousand agreements included in the
system.
Stratified system: there are presently
bilateral, regional, intra-regional, sectorial,
plurilateral and multilateral agreements.
Multiform system: it comprises not only
specific provisions on investment, but also
related matters, such as trade of
commodities and services, intellectual
property,
environmental
protection,
among others.
International Investment Agreements set
forth rights for investors, but nothing is said
about their duties and responsibilities,
regulated by domestic rules.
Most International Investment Agreements
do not focus on development matters.

The initiative was dismissed and therefore
lost the support of the proponent country.
However, most of its content was added to
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT).

Bilateral investment treaties
In the mid fifties a frantic stage of talks among
States of different levels of economic development started by means of the so-called
Bilateral
Investment
Treaties
(BITs),
established
only
between
countries
-instead of between countries and investorsusually including a developed country and a
developing country. The purpose is to
“foster and protect investments.” Actually,
protection of investors is only relevant for
them.
In 1959-1969, 72 BITs were executed and
a baseline model was set, to be followed by
subsequent agreements. This model included
the following covenants:
a) Assurances of national treatment and most
favored nation treatment (MFN);
b) Request for fair, equitable treatment in
accordance with International Common
Law;
c) Assurance of prompt compensation in the
event of expropriation;
d) Right of free transfer of investment-related
funds, and
e) Provisions on dispute settlement between
investors and State and between States.
One of the major incentives of investment agreements was and continues
being the clause on international arbitration,
as it makes possible something that some
years ago seemed inconceivable: The State
voluntarily submits to be sued abroad by a
private subject. This implies its submission to
foreign judges, law, and language.

ICSID
In 1966, under the aegis of the World Bank,
the Convention of the International Center
for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID)
was signed. The legal instrument provides for
the terms and conditions to settle any legal
investment disputes that may arise between
a foreign investor and a host State. In the
nineties, investors would resort to the ICSID

twice a year on average. The frequency
gradually increased.
Based on the above, the so-called International Foreign Investment Law emerged
including the possibility of arbitration for
investors against States. The law has its own
rules contained in the ICSID Convention and
the BITs.
The statutory principles of the International
Foreign Investment Law are as follows:
- Investment-related arbitration refers to
investment legal disputes, excluding
disputes of a technical nature. Arbitration
should deal only with maters related to
investments instead of trade issues. Any
dispute subject to arbitration should be
between a State and a foreign party,
never between a State and its nationals.
Investment-related arbitration at the ICSID
is subject to very specific conditions. Thus,
the State-Party and the State of origin of the
investors should be signatories to the ICSID
Convention and both of them should give
their consent for dispute settlement at the
ICSID.

Facts that modify the
investment system
The second stage of international rules
related to investment started in the late
eighties and it is linked to events that have
changed the investment system. The crisis
of the foreign public debt in the eighties
prevented commercial banks from granting
credits to developing countries. As a result,
foreign investment became the only capital
source for countries.
During that period, many developing
countries opened their economies to
foreign investment, generally through International Investment Agreements (IIA) and,
particularly, Bilateral Investment Treaties.
In addition, multilateral agreements were
executed on behalf of investment. The
most important one was the Agreement on
Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property
Rights
(TRIPS).
These
agreements meant acknowledgement of
the link between trade and investment and
contained provisions on liberalization of
investment trends.

In this connection, the thesis of acceleration
of History is glaring. While the first Bilateral
Investment Treaty –between Germany and
Pakistan- was executed in 1959, ending June
2008 there were about 5,700 BITs. As to
arbitration between investors and States,
from 1995 through October 2008, there
were over 2,000 cases.

Ultimate offer for investors
Undoubtedly,
International
Investment
Agreements and Bilateral Investment
Treaties give investors the uppermost offer:
international arbitration. Such figure enables
investors to sue any States for noncompliance of investment agreements at a board of
arbitration.
Venezuela
should
compromise
and
settle with investors by means of
international
investment
arbitration
pursuant to the commitments undertaken
under several international treaties, to wit:
ICSID Convention and TRIPS, arising from
the World Trade Organization, and above
all, multiple Bilateral Investment Treaties.
All such agreements and conventions
were signed from the nineties. As late as
nowadays, it has been realized that our
country should proceed with caution
concerning arbitration, based on prior
negative experience. Pursuant to such
agreements, as the Bilateral Treaty with the
Kingdom of The Netherlands, nowadays

denounced by Venezuela, submission to
arbitration is largely expanded.

Venezuela’s position with regard to
arbitration
Venezuela may not refuse to face arbitration
because of existing commitments. Nevertheless, Venezuela’s policy is increasingly
reluctant to accept arbitration covenants
in investment agreements, particularly
regarding its sovereignty and involving the
country’s non-renewable natural resources.
In fact, foreign investors will always request assurances. Therefore, in the light of
the troubles involving arbitration, a formula is sought to prevent the system major
risks. Such a formula could be based on the
execution of agreements with the StatesParties to the Bolivarian Alliance for
the Peoples of Our America (ALBA) to
set up a reassuring and reliable dispute
settlement system intended to solve any issues
brought to international arbitration. Such an
alternative among many potential solutions
has advantages and disadvantages.
There are many choices and we think that
our country is looking for an alternative able
to provide the largest possible amount of
benefits. Let us provide in an upcoming
paper our analysis of proposals made or any
proposals, which could help, overcome the
issue of international investment arbitration.

Venezuela ilustrated
by Manuel Loayza
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Ribas Mission
More than 400.000 graduates

¡Another achievement from Socialist Revolution!

